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ART. XIX.—On the Mugdhavabodhamaiiktika, and its evidence
as to Old Gujarati. By G. A. GKIEBSON, C.I.E., I.C.S.

IN the year 1889 the late Mr. H. H. Dhruva published an
edition of the Mugdhavabodhamauktika, which he described
as " a Grammar for Beginners of the Gujerati Language."
He cannot have given much study to the work, for a perusal
of it will show that it is not a Gujarati Grammar at all.
It is a very elementary Sanskrit Grammar, with the expla-
nations written in an old form of Gujarati. The date of the
work is A.D. 1394, and all that is known of the author is that
he was the pupil of Deva-sundara. His name is not given.
As a Sanskrit Grammar the Mugdhdvabodhamauktika is of
very small value. It deals more with what we should call
syntax than with the formation of words. But, as the
explanations are written in the vernacular, these incidentally
afford information as to what was the condition of the
language of Gujarat between the time of Hema-candra
(fl. 1150 A.D.) and the time of Narsingh Mehta (fl. 1450
A.D.), with whom Gujarati literature is commonly said to
commence. I have therefore examined the text with some
minuteness, and lay the results before the Royal Asiatic
Society, as providing a valuable connecting link between
the Gaurjara Apabhramsa of the Prakrit grammarian and
modern Gujarati. The close connection of this Old Gujarati
with the former is remarkable ; and, though the materials
are very incomplete, we are entitled to say that for the
first time we have before us an unbroken chain of develop-
ment between a Prakrit dialect and a modern Indian
vernacular.
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5 3 8 THE MTTGDHA.VABODHAMAUKTIKA.

PHONETICS.

The original is carelessly printed. Great laxity is shown
in the use of anusvdra, which is omitted ad libitum. When
printed, it usually represents anundsika. Possibly it some-
times represents anusvdra. As one cannot distinguish
between the two uses of this sign, I have contented
myself with uniformly transliterating it by ". Forms like
ta, ja, should perhaps be written tarn, jam, respectively.
I have silently corrected the numerous misprints in the
use of anusvdra.

The letters e and o are no doubt often short, as in
Apabhramsa. As the original makes no distinction in the
quantity of these vowels, I have perforce left them
unmarked.

Dr. Konow has drawn my attention to the fact that, in
MarathI, a single Prakrit n remains cerebralized in the
modern vernacular, but that a double cerebral nn becomes
dentalized to n, thus following the example of Jaina
Maharastri. The same rule obtains in Old Gujaratl.
Thus, Apabhramsa janai, Old Guj. jdnai, he knows; but
Ap. panna, Old Guj. pana, a leaf; Ap. annai, Old Guj.
anai, and.

The rule, of course, does not apply to tatsamas like ddna,
a gift.

As in Apabhramsa, a conjunct r is optionally retained
(He, iv, 398). Thus, Caitra or Caitta, N.P.; prdmai, he
obtains.

As in Prakrit, the diphthongs ai and an occur only as
compounds of a and i, and a and u, respectively. They
are not the Sanskrit diphthongs, and are usually written
as separate letters, thus ai, au. I have followed Professor
Jacobi's example in omitting the diseresis as a useless
complication.
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THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUKTIKA. 539

NOUNS.

WEAK NOUN IN a.

Base, dana (neut.), a gift; Caitta (masc), N.P., Caitra.

Singular.

Nom

Ace

Instr

Dat

Abl

Gen

Loc

Obi. base

ApABHKAMSA.

dana

ddnu, Cettu

dana

dana, Cettu

daneht, ddne

ddna-tane, iv, 425,
345 l'

ddna-hu, -himto,
-mihto, danatto

dana-tanau

ddna-kehi (dative), iv,
425, 345.

dam

ddnaho, dana

OLD GUJAEATI.

dana, dana, Caitta

ddnu, Caittu

dwut, dana, Caitta

danii, Caittu

Also same as Dat.

danu, danX

dana-na~

ddna-tau, -hutau,
-than, -thakau

dana-tanau

dana-nau

ddna-rahi, -rahat

ddna-kihi

ddui

ddna

MODERN GUJARATI.

dan

dan

Also same as Dat.

ddne

ddn-ne

ddn-tho (declined as
adjective), -thl

dan-tano

dan-no

(cf. Marwarl dan-ro)

cf. ddn-kero

ddne

dan

Plural.

I have met only one clear instance of the nominative
plural. I t is the same as the oblique base—mora in mora
nacdi, peacocks dance. In Ap. it would be the same. In
Mod. Guj. it would be mor(-o). Cf., however, j'e ling

References here and elsewhere are to Hema-candra's Grammar,
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540 THE MUGDHATABODHAMAUKTIKA.

vibhakti vacana hiii, te satr pratyaya pardi arm, the
terminations of gender, number, and case are added to
the suffix satr. Examples of the various cases—

Nominative.—(a) candra ugai, the moon rises; ddna dijai,
a gift is given ; sisya puchai, the disciple asks ; dharma-
karanahdra jiva sukha pramai, an individual who acts
virtuously obtains bliss ; loka dekhai, the person sees.

(b) Caittu loka-siu vata karat, Caitra converses with
a person ; Maittu nacai, Maitra dances ; anyddika-nau yogu
hui, the sense of ' other' or the like is indicated; pumlihga
prathamd eka-vacanu hui, it is the third person masculine
singular. Neut. dharmu svkha-nai karani hui, virtue is for
(i.e. leads to) happiness ; caittu-tanau dhanu garni chat,
Caitra's wealth is in the village.

Accusative.—(a) vitardga vdnchita dii, the ascetic grants
a boon; tata karai, converses (see above); tapa karai, he
performs austerities ; guru-tanau vacana hau sabhalau, I listen
to the word of the preceptor ; artha puchai, he asks the
meaning; hala khedatau, driving the plough (cf. below) ;
bij'a vavai, he sows seed; sukha pramai, he obtains happiness ;
sifsya hau sabhalau, I hear the disciple ; idstra pathatau,
reading the scriptures.

(b) Chaittu katu karai, Chaitra makes a straw mat; samsaru
tarai, he passes over existence; guri arthu kahatai, while
the preceptor is telling the meaning; kisu khedatau, halv,
what is he driving ? the plough (cf. above).

Instrumental.—(a) jiva dharmii samsaru tarai, by virtue
a living being crosses (the ocean of) existence (see below);
kinai kljatau, sutradhdrii, by whom is it being made ? by the
architect (see below) ; s'isyii pathUau hau sabhalau, I listen
to what is being read by the disciple ; e grantha sukJm
pathdyai, this book can be read with pleasure; srdvakii deva
pujiu, the god is worshipped by the votary ; gopalii gde
dohitie, while the cows are being milked by Gopiila; caitii
gdltai maittu ndcai, while (a song) is being sung by Caitra,
Maitra dances.

(b) kisii tarai, dharmt, by what does one cross? by virtue;
sutradhdn kljatau prasdda, loka dekhai, a person looks on
while the palace is being built by the architect.
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THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUKTIKA. 541

Dative. — sukha-nai, for bliss; jeha vastu-nai parityaga
sucli, for what thing abandonment is indicated. Instead of
nai, the word karani (the locative of karana), preceded by
nai (the termination of the genitive put into the locative
neuter to agree with karani), is commonly used. Thus,
vivekiu moksa-nai karani khapai, the man of discrimination
strives after salvation; dharmu sukha-nai karani hui, virtue
is for (leads to) happiness. After a verb of giving the
genitive termination rahai is used to indicate the dative.
Thus, jeha-rahai dana dijai, to whom a gift is given.

In the following instance the dative is used for the
accusative:—i-kara-nai bolivai, in saying the letter i.

Ablative.—vrksa-tau pana padai, the leaf falls from the
tree. No examples are available of the other suffixes.

Genitive.—Examples of tanau and of nau will be given
under the head of adjectives. The suffixes rahai and raJil
occur frequently in the grammatical rules, as in eha-rahai,
of this; a-varna-rahl, (in the place) of a vowel of the «-set.
No examples are available of MM.

Locative.—sampradani, in the dative; caittu-tanau dhanu
garni chai, Caitra's wealth is in the village; caittu garni
vasai, C. lives in the village; sabda-nai chehi, at the end
of a word ; meghi varasatai mora nacal, while the clouds
rain (loc. absolute), the peacocks dance.

In connection with the above, it may be pointed out
that the suffix noi of the dative is really the instrumental
masculine or neuter of the genitive termination nau, which,
as we shall see, is capable of being declined in all its cases.

.r.u.A.s. 1902. 35
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542 THE MTJGDHAVABODHAMATJKTIKA.

STRONG NOUN IN a.

Base, tarau (masc), a star; sonau (neut.), gold.

Singular.

Nom

Ace

Instr

Dat

Abl

Gen

Loc

Obi. base

APABHRAMSA.

tarau, sonnaff

tarau, sonnau

iaraeht, tare

taraa-tane

tdraa-hu, -hiihto,
-suthto, tdraatto

taraa-tanau

taraa-hehi (dative)

tdrai

tdraaho, taraa

OLD GUJARATI.

tarau, sonau

tarau, sonau

Also same as Dat.

tdrai

tdra-nai

tara-tau, -hutau,
-thaw, -thakau

tard-tanau, tara-nau,
tdra-rahi, -rahdi

tard-kihi

tdrai

tdrd

MODERN GUJARAT!.

taro, sonu

taro, sonu

Also same as Dat.

tare

tard-ne

tara-tho, -ihl

tdrd-tano, tdra-no
(tdrd-ro)

tard-kero

tare

tara

Plural.

In Old Gujarat!, the nom. plural masc. appears to end in
a and the neuter in a. Cf. Apabhraihsa tdraa and sonnaal.
The distinction between masc. and neut. is, however, very
doubtful, and possibly both terminations are used in-
differently. The plural oblique base is the same as the
nominative. In Modern GujaratI the forms for both the
Nom. and the Obi. base are tdra-(o) and sona-(o), the
addition of o being optional in each case. The only
examples which I can give of the plural are mulaga karta
kriys, suclyat, the original subject and action are indicated
(here apparently karta and kriyd agree with an adjective
in the neuter plural, unless the termination is also used for
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THE MTJGDHAVABODHAMATJKTIKA. 543

the masculine); dtmanepada-tana nava vacana, the nine
persons of the atmanepada; ketald, how many (apparently
masc), and similar forms.

The following are examples of the use of some of the cases
of the singular :—

Nominative.—kriya karivai ju muligau hui, su karta, the
originator in doing an action is the subject; tdrau ugiu,
the star rose ; iha sonau suhugau vlkdi, gold is sold cheap
here ; atmanepada-nau pahilau eku-ja vacana hui, the third
person of the atmanepada is only in the singular (j =
SaurasenI jjeva) ; jeha-rahai kriya hetupanau na hui, the
actions of which do not become causality.

Accusative.—sutradhan kijatau deharau loka dekhai, a person
looks at a temple being built by the architect.

Instrumental.—kari lei del ityadi bolivai, by saying ' having
done,' ' having taken,' ' having given,' etcetera.

Locative. —ju karai In dii padhai hui ityadi bolivai, in.
saying the person who does, takes, gives, reads, becomes,
etcetera; kriya karivai ju muligau hui, su karta (see Nom.).

Oblique base.—varga-tana pahila aksara parai, after the
first letter of a varga.

No examples of the employment of the other cases are
available.

OTHER NOUNS.

Only sporadic examples of other nouns occur in the
grammar. They are the following:—

Nominative singular. — vivekiu moksa-nai karani khapai,
•A man of discrimination strives for final beatitude; karasani
hala khedatau blja vavai, the cultivator, while driving his
plough, sows seed; guri arthu kahatai pramddlu ughai, while
the preceptor is telling the meaning, Pramadi (or the lazy
one) is drowsy.

Accusative singular.—sutradhdri kljatl vdvl loka dekhai,
a person looks at a well being built by the architect.

Dative singular.—-jeha vadu-nai paritydga siicli, for what
thing abandonment is indicated.
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544 THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUKTIKA.

Genitive singular.—guru-tanau vacana, the word of the
preceptor.

Genitive plural.—e bihui-nai yogi, in the sense of these two.
Locative singular. — guri, loc. of guru, see Nom. sing.

above.
Locative plural.—gopdtii gde (gen. sg. gai-nau) dohitle

caittu aviu, Caitra came while the cows were being milked
by Gopala (loc. plur. absolute).

Oblique singular.—karta (nom. the same) agali, before
the subject.

ADJECTIVES.

The feminine of strong nouns or adjectives in au (neut. ati)
ends in 1. Thus, puvvilau, first; puvvill krii/d, the first verb.
So kij'atau (masc), kijati (fern.), kljatau (neut.), being done
(pres. part. pass.). Adjectives are declined like substantives.
Thus, sonau mhugau (nom. neut.), cheap gold; varga-tana
trljd (nom. masc. trijan) aksara-rahi padanti, (in the place) of
the third letter of a set at the end of a word (here the
adjective in the oblique form agrees with a genitive); Uhga
chehild (oblique form) sabda-tanau hui, the gender (of a
dvandva compound) is that of the last word; gde dohitle,
while the cows are being milked (loc. plur. absolute).

The genitive in tanau or nau is treated exactly like an
adjective, and is declined throughout all cases and numbers
in agreement with the noun which it qualifies. When,
however, the case of the principal noun is formed by adding
a suffix to the oblique form, the suffix is not repeated after
the genitive, which thus only appears in the oblique form.
When a genitive agrees with a noun in the instrumental or
locative, it is itself put into the same case. Examples are—

Nom. sing. masc.—eha-tanau or eha-nau, of this; anyddika-
nau yogu, the sense of ' other' and the like; je kartd-nau
atham karma-nau ddhdra hui, te adhikarana, those things
which are the receptacle of the subject or of the object
are the adhikarana; teha trljd, alesara parai hakdra-rahi trljd-
nau sagau cauthau hui, after these (above-mentioned) third
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THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUKTIKA. 545

letters (of the vargas) the fourth letter (of the varga) is added
(sagata) to the third one (in the place) of the letter ha.

Nom. sing. fem.—kartd-nl apeksd hui, there is a reference
to subject.

Nom. sing. neut.—caittu-tanau dhanu, the wealth of Caitra;
kauna-tanau dhanu, whose wealth? guru-tanau vacana, the
word of the preceptor ; dpand karma-nau visesana, a qualifier
of its own object; bhava-nu (sic) visesanu (sic), a qualifier of
impersonality, an impersonal verbal adjective.

Loc. sing.—teha-nai yogi, in the sense of that; jeha-nai
kdrani, for whose sake; vivekiu moksa-nai kdrani khapai, a
man of discrimination strives for final beatitude; dharmu
sitkha-nai kdrani hui, virtue is for happiness; ktwd-nai karmi
dmtiya, in the object of (a word ending in) the suffix ktwa
there is the accusative case; s'abda-nai chehi, at the end of
a word; karasanl-nai visesani, in the adjective qualifying
the word kara&ani.

Obi. form sing.—pratyaya-nd kartd dgali, before the
subject of a suffix (here kartd is in the oblique form, which
is the same as the nominative, being governed by dgali) ;
varga-tana trljd akmra-rahi, (in the place) of the third
letter of a varga; varga-tand pahild afcsara parai, after the
first letter of a varga.

Nom. plur.—dtmanepada-tana, nava vacana, the nine persons
of the atmanepada.

PRONOUNS.

The information regarding the personal pronouns is not
complete. The pronoun of the first person is hau, I. So Ap.;
Mod. Guj. hu. No instance of the pronoun of the second
person occurs. I t was probably tuhu, as in Apabhramsa.
In Mod. Guj. it is tu. No other cases of either of these
pronouns occur.

Instead of the genitive we have possessive pronouns,
which are adjectives. These are mdharau (Ap. mdharau,
Mod. Guj. mdro), my; amhdrau (Ap. amhdrau, Mod. Guj.
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546 THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAITKTIKA.

amdro), our; tdharau (Ap. tuharau, Mod. Guj. taro), thy;
tamhdrau (Ap. tumhdrau, Mod. Guj. tamdro), your.

' He,' ' tha t ' is su, neut. ta. No instance of the feminine
has been noted. The corresponding forms in Ap. are su (m.),
sa (f.), tarn (n.). In Mod. Guj. we have te (com. gen.).
The nom. plural is te (? com. gen.). In Ap. it is te (m.),
tao (f.), tdl (n.). Mod. Guj. has te(-o) (com. gen.). Examples
of these pronouns are—

Quru-tanau vacana hau sabhalau, I listen to the word of
the preceptor.

Ju tarai su karta, he who crosses (the ocean of existence)
is the subject (of the sentence); so ju dekhai su karta; ja
kijai ta karma, that which is done is the object (of the
sentence); s'isya sastra padhl artha puchai; ju puchai su karta,
tihd prathamd; kisu puchai, artha; ja puchai, ta karma, tiha
dvitiya, the disciple having read the holy book asks the
meaning; he who asks is the subject and therefore in the
nominative case. What is asked? the meaning. That which
is asked is the object and therefore in the accusative case;
je lihga vibhakti vacana hut, te Satr pratyaya parai arm,
the signs of gender, case, and number are, put after the
suffix satr.

' This' is e, which is both masc. and neut., sing, and
plur. In Ap. the forms are eho (m.), eha (f.), ehu (n.),
sing.; ei (com. gen.), plur. In Mod. Guj. it is e for all
genders and both numbers. There is a substantival oblique
form, eha, for both sing, and plur. Examples are—

E grantha sukhii pathdyai, this book can be read with
pleasure; e bihui-nai yogi, in the sense of these two;
eha-nau, of this; eha-rahdi, of this. From this oblique
form, we may assume that the oblique form of su is teha.

The relative pronoun is ju, neut. ja. The feminine
has not been noted. The corresponding Ap. forms are
ju, ja, jam, Mod. Guj. je (com. gen.). There is also an
instrumental jlnai or jlna (this latter may possibly be an
accusative), both used as substantives. The nom. plur. is'
je, with a neuter substantive jihdi. The substantival oblique
form, both singular and plural, iaj eha. Examples are—
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THE MUGDHAVABODHAMATJKTIKA. 547

Ju tarai; ja puchai; as given above under su; jiria
kari harai Mi dii ityadi yuktii jihai kahai, anai jina karl
karta kriya sddhai, ta karana, the instrument is those things
which are said (i.e. indicated) by the expression 'having
done (by) what, he does, takes, or gives,' and 'having done
(by) what, the subject accomplishes an action ' ; final mulaga
karta kriya suclyai, by which the original subject and action
are indicated. The dative sing, is jeha-nai or jeha-nai
kdrani; the abl. jeha-tau, -hutau, -thau, -thakau; jeha-siu
ityadi bolivai sahddi yogi tritlya hui, in saying ' with whom '
and the like, in the sense of ' with ' and the like, the
third case is used. The genitive is jeha-nau or jeha-rahai,
with a loc. of gen. jeha-nai, and an obi. gen. jeha-nd.
For the nom. plur. we have je linga vibhakti vacana hui as
given under su.

The interrogative pronoun for masc. and fem. is kauna
or kuna. Its instrumental singular is kindi or kanai, its
abl. kauna-tau, its gen. kiha-tanau, and its obi. base kauna
or kina. Compare Ap. kavanu, fem. kavana, and Mod. Guj.
kon, obi. kona. Examples are—

Kauna tarai, who passes over ? candra ugai; kuna ugai,
candra, the moon rises. Who rises ? The moon; kinai
kljatau, by whom is (the palace) being made ? gde kanai
dohltle, while the cows are being milked by whom? vrkm-tau
pdna padai; kauna-tau padai, the leaf falls from the tree.
From what does it fall ? Mna-siu, with whom ?

The neuter interrogative pronoun is kisau, kisu, or
kisiu; instr. kisu ; dat. kisd-nai kdrani or kauna-nai kd° ;
abl. kauna-tau; gen. kauna-tanau; loc. kisai; loc. plur. fem.
(see example below) kisle. The forms with kauna refer to
nouns having grammatically a masculine gender. Compare
Ap. kim, instr. kind, abl. kisa, gen. kissd. Mod. Guj. has ku.
Examples of this pronoun are—

Kisu puchai, what does he ask ? kisu khedatau, halu, what
does he drive ? the plough; kisau dekhai, prasdda, what is
he looking at ? the palace; guri arthu kahatai, kisiu kahatai,
while the preceptor is telling the meaning. What is he
telling ? Mm tarai, dharmi, by what does he cross; by
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548 THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUKTIKA.

virtue; kauna-nai kdrani, moksa-nai, for the sake of what ?
for beatitude; kisd-nai kdrani dharmu hui, mkha-nai, for
what (i.e. tending to what) is virtue ? for happiness;
kauna-tau padai, vrksa-tau, from what does it fall ? from
the tree; kisai hutai, gdltai, while what is going on ? while
singing is going on (loc. abs.); gopdlii gde dohltie caittu
aviu; kisai hutai, gde ; gde kisle, dohltie, while the cows were
being milked by G-opala, Caitra came; while what were
being dealt with ? cows; while what was being done to
the cows (lit. while the cows were what, loc. plur. fem.
abs.) ? while they were being milked.

The reflexive pronoun occurs only in the genitive. Thus,
dpani (fem. of -nau) kriyd, its own action; dpand karma-nau,
of its own object. Ap. has appanau. Mod. Guj. has dpano,
but it is used in the meaning of ' o u r ' including the person
addressed.

The only instance of an indefinite pronoun which I have
noted is amukau, a certain person.

VERBS.

Conjugation is very superficially dealt with in the
Mugdhdvabodhamauktika. No attempt is made to explain
the formations of the various tenses. Only the personal
terminations are given in Sanskrit, and that without any
translation into the writer's vernacular. Participles and
the like are treated more fully. From what is given we
can gather the following concerning Old Gujarat!.

Present tense. — The only instance of the first person
singular is sabhalau, I hear. The only other persons which
occur are the third persons singular and plural. The
termination of the third person singular is ai, or, after
a vowel, i. That of the third person plural is ai, or, after
a vowel, i. There are several examples of the third
singular. Thus—
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(a) Consonantal roots.

dvai, he comes. ndcai, he dances.
padai, it falls.
padhai, he reads.
puchai, he asks.
prdmai, he obtains.
vasai, he dwells.
vavai, he sows.

ughai, she is drowsy.
iigai, (the moon) rises.
karai, he does.
khapai, he strives,
eto', it is.
janai, he knows.
tarai, he passes over.
dekhai, he sees.

', he can.

(b) Vocalic roots.

hui, he becomes. dii, he gives.
&»',' he takes.

The following are examples of the third person plural:
nacai, they dance; hui, they become.

The following table compares the forms of Old Guj. with
Ap. and Mod. Guj.:—

APABHRAMSA.

naccau

naceai

naecahi

OLD GUJAKATI.

naeau

ndcai

naca/t

MODERN GUJAKATJ.

ndcu

nace

ndce

ENGLISH.

I dance

he dances

they dance

Future tense.—No example of the future occurs. We
should expect a form such as ndcisau, corresponding to
the Mod. Guj. ndcis and the Ap. naccisau. The noun of
agency in -anahdra can be used as an immediate future,
as in hati kali amukau karanahdra, I shall do such and such
a thing to-morrow.

Past tense.—This is formed as in all modern Indo-Aryan
vernaculars from the past participle passive. All three
constructions, the active, the personal passive, and the
impersonal passive are used. Thus, caittu aviu, Caitra is
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550 THE MUGDHAVABODHAilATJKTIKA.

come; sravakii (leva pujiu, the god was worshipped by the
votary, i.e. the votary worshipped the god; sravakii deva
pujiu, by the votary, with reference to the god, worship was
done, i.e. the votary worshipped the god.

Past conditional. — This is formed with the present
participle, as in jai hau padhata tau ubhalau huta, if I had
read I should have (?) understood. So also in Jaina Prakrit.

The passive voice is formed by adding iy to consonantal
roots, and ij to vocalic ones. With the terminations ai and
ai of the third person, iyai can become ii, and iyai ii. The
Ap. termination of the passive is ijja, or in Sauraseni Ap. la.
This form of the passive is not used in modern standard
Gujarat!. Examples are—

(a) Consonantal roots,
uccarlyai, it is pronounced.
Itahlyai, it is said.
kahii, it is said.
tarii, it is passed over.
pathii (not padhii), it is read.
hollyai, it is said.
suciyai, it is indicated.
sucii, it is indicated.
dnn, they are brought.
suciyai, they are indicated.

(b) Vocalic roots,
dljai, it is given.
Iyai, it is taken.

ljai, it is done.

.Note that the root kar, do, is treated irregularly as if it
were vocalic (Pr. kijjai).

A potential passive is formed by adding a or ay to the
root. So also in Mod. Guj. Examples are—

pathayai (not padhayai), it can be read.
boldyai, it can be said, it is called.
vlkai, it can be sold.
kahai, they can be said.
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Present participle.—This is formed by adding atu (weak
form) or atau (strong form). I have only noted the weak
form in the neuter (cf. the genitive termination nu on
p. 545). Thus, masc. karatau, fern, karati, neut. karatu or
karatau, doing. So in the passive, kljatau, -ft, -tau, being
done. These are declined like adjectives, and locatives
absolute are common. Examples are—

(a) Active,
karatau, doing.
kahatau, saying. Loc. abs. kahatai.
khedatau, driving (a plough).
ghatitau, happening.
pathatau, reading.
letau, taking.
varasatau, raining. Loc. abs. varasatai.
hutau or hutau, becoming. Loc. abs. hutai or hutai.

(b) Passive,

kljatau, being done.
gdltau, being sung. Loc. abs. gaitai.
dohitau, being milked. Loc. plur. fern. abs. dohltic.
pathltau, being read.
lijatau, being taken.

Examples of the use of these participles are—
Meghi varasatai mora ndcai, while the clouds rain the

peacocks dance; guri arthu kahatai pramddlu ughai, while
the preceptor is telling the meaning, PramadI is drowsy ;
gopdlii gde dohltle caittu aviu, while the cows were being
milked by Gopala, Caitra came; hisya sastra pathatau hau
sabhahu, I listen to the disciple reading the holy book;
sisyii sastra pathltau hau sabhalaii, I listen to the holy book
being read by the disciple; caittii gdltai maittu ndcai, Maitra
dances while it is being sung (impersonal) by Caitra, i.e.
while Caitra sings.

Past participle passive.—This usually ends in iu, as in
Ap. The examples found are aviu, come ; giu, went; pujiu
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552 THE MUGDHAVABODHAMAUXTIKA.

(neut.), worshipped; uthiu, risen; j'dgiu, awakened. The
Sanskrit supta(ka) becomes, through the Ap. suttau, sutau.
No examples occur of those past participles which are
Usually irregular in Mod. Guj. In the last-named language
the participle usually ends in yo, as in uthyo, risen.

The conjunctive participle ends in I as in Mod. Guj.,
corresponding to the Ap. -i or -iu. Examples are kari,
having done ; lei, having taken ; del, having given ; padhl,
having read. The verbs ' to know' and ' to be able' are
construed with this participle, as in karl jdnai, he knows how
to do; lei sakai, he can take. So, the Ap. iu is by origin an
infinitive.

Verbal noun.—This ends in ivau after consonantal and
vau after vocalic roots. Thus, karivau, the act of doing;
levau, the act of taking. The oblique forms, such as kariva,
leva, are used as infinitives of purpose in sentences such as
" the potter brings earth to make a po t" (in the original
the example is only given in Sanskrit). The locative and
instrumental are also very common.

The noun of agency is formed by adding anahdra to
consonantal and nahdra to vocalic roots. Thus, karanahdra,
a doer ; lenahdra, a taker. The Mod. Guj. forms would be
karandr, lendr.

POSTPOSITIONS.

The following postpositions have been noted. They all
govern nouns in the oblique form.

siu, with.
mahi, in.
dgali, before.
pdchali, behind.
parai or pari, after.

I t will be seen that the last four are nouns in the locative.

MISCELLANEOUS PRONOMINAL FORMS.

lha or iha, here; tiha, there ; jiha, where ; kiha, where ?
havada, now; tavdrai, then; kavaral, when ? anerl-vdra,

at another time ; eka-vara, once ; sadaivai, always.
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im, in this manner; Urn, in that manner; jim, how ;
kirn, how ?

isiu or isau, like this ; tisiu, like that; /mw, like what;
kisiu, like what ?

etalau, this much; tetalau, jetalau, ketalau.
etala (plural), this many; tetald, jetald, ketald.
evadau, this big; tevadau, jevadau, kevadau.
athau, facing in this direction; tethau, jethau, kethau.

The following is a list of words not mentioned in the
preceding pages.

ali/a, (?) thus.
ajl, even to-day, still, yet.
anai-kdl, what else ?
anareu (? aneriu), adj., like another, of another kind.
anerai dm, on another day (both words in loc).
anerd-tanau, belonging to another.
ahuna, during the present year.
ahunoka, belonging to the present year.
dgilu, adj., before, in front.
djii, to-day.
djunu, of to-day, modern.
dvatai kali, to-morrow (both words in loc).
iha-tanau, belonging to here.
upari, above.
urahau, near, on this side.
upilu, adj., upper.
uyatra, ascent (ndt/dtrd).
eku-ja, one only.
oliu (cf. pailau), facing towards one.
kanhai, near.
kai, somewhat (kimapi).
kali, to-morrow, yesterday. Cf. gii-kdli, dvatai-kdli.
kdluna, of yesterday or to-morrow.
kuji-kal, who knows what, something or other.
kehdgamd-tanau, adj., belonging to where.
gamd, in kehdgamd, cihugamd, jimandgama, and ddvdgama,

qq.v.
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gdma-tanau, of or belonging to a village, rustic.
gii-kdli, yesterday (both words in loc).
cau, four.
cauthau, fourth.
cihugamd, in all directions, on all sides.
chehilu (obi. sg. chehild), final, last.
ja, in eku-ja, only one = Ap. j'i (He. iv, 420).
fa, (1) rel. pron. neut. (yat); (2) as far as (ydvat).
jai, if. The correlative is tai or tau.
jaiya-lagai (? also jai-la°), from what time forth.
fimandgamd, on the right hand.
ddvdgamd, on the left hand.
ta, (1) dem. pron. neut. (tat); (2) so far as (tdvat).
tai or tau, then. Correlative of jai.
tai-lagai, from that time forth.
tau, see tai.
tau-kisiu, what then ? of what use is it (tatah Mm) ?
trihu, the three.
trijau, third.
dlsi, on a day, in anerai disi, q.v.
nava, the nine.
pailau, facing away from one, cf. olin.
paura, last year.
pardya, belonging to another.
pardrii, the year before last (pardri).
pardroka, belonging to the year before last.
paroka, belonging to last year.
pahilau, first.
pacamau, fifth.
pdchilu, adj., behind.
pdsai, postposition, without, except^-
pdmli, adv., on all sides.
purvilu or puvvilau, old, antique, former.
bdhiralau, adj., external.
bdhiri, adv., outside.
bihu or bihui, both.
bi-rupa, doubled.
be or hi, two.
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maudau, slow.
mahilu, adj., in the middle.
uahilau, quick, swift.
vegalu, distant.
sarasiu, like, resembling.
sate, the seven.
MM, yes.
hethan, adj., facing downwards.
hethi, below.
hethilu, adj., beneath.
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